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Press Release 
April 21st 2016 
For Immediate Release 

May 7th Open Day Event Introducing The Puustelli 
Miinus Kitchen Range 

Roundhay kitchen showroom, Four Season Interiors, have organised an Open Day 
Event for those who’ve not yet had an opportunity to see and learn more about the 
new Miinus kitchen range, the most recent addition to the showrooms offerings. 

The Leeds showroom event will take place between 11am and 3pm on May 7th and 
there will be live cookery demonstrations delivered by top food stylist Tom Guise. 

Other entertainment is also planned for the day and visitors can learn more about 
the range of AEG appliances that have been chosen to accompany the 
Scandinavian Eco Kitchen.  

Four Seasons Interiors Design Director, Ian Sandford, talking about the event 
stated: 
  
“Yorkshire and its people have a proud record of championing earth friendly 
products and on May 7th, they will discover that the Miinus kitchen range more than 
meets that criteria. So, for those seeking to invest in a truly pioneering kitchen 
range, whether it be for their home, a new development or whatever the project, we 
look forward to welcoming you on the day” 

Event Address Details:  
Four Seasons Interiors Ltd  
149 Street Lane,  
Leeds LS8 1AA 
Phone: 0113 294 1414 

END

Notes to Editor: 

The Puustelli Miinus kitchen’s carbon footprint is up to 50 per cent less than that of 
a conventional kitchen. 

The new kitchen range is, on average, 200 kilograms lighter than current kitchens 
allowing a reduction in emissions during transport. 
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The bio-composite, recyclable frame is called UPM ForMi and consists of 60 per 
cent polypropylene and 40 per cent wood fibre 

The mix tolerates great variations in temperature, from -25 degrees up to +90 
degrees centigrade. 

The kitchen carcass frames are injection moulded and can be dismantled and re-
erected several times. 

Further information can be found at www.puustellimiinus.com/en   
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Contact: Tim Foley, T Foley Interiors  

Telephone: 07887 727477 

Email: t.foley@kitchensfitted.co.uk


